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More Than a Car. We’re a Community™

Coming Events
Coffee, Sunday March 19
MBCA-VI’s next event is morning coffee and conversation,
Sunday, March 19, at 10 AM. Come a little early if you want, and
leave when you have to. No RSVP necessary. Two locations:




The Georgia Station coffee shop in the Pier Hotel, at the
foot of Beacon Avenue in Sidney. If parking on the street
runs out, turn left in front of the hotel and use the pay
lot on your right.

Welcome New Members
David Holgate - Victoria

Renewing Members!
Dallas Chapple – Brentwood Bay
Louis & Catherine Hobson - Victoria

Thank you!

The Dayliner Cafe at the Saltair Station House, 10445
Chemainus Road, Chemainus/Saltair.

New Models and Technology, Sunday April 2
This popular event repeats at Three Point Motors, in the service area, at 11:30 pm. David Rabbii will lead us
through the changes to MB’s model lineup since last spring, talking about what is new. The cars on display and
for discussion will likely be drawn from these: GLC and GLC Coupe, E, the face-lifted SLC, SL and the C
convertible if one is available. David does a great job at explaining the latest advanced safety features and the
changes under the hood.
There is a charge of $10 per person for the BBQ lunch that will follow David’s presentation. Please RSVP to
Hazel and Dennis Ostrowerka (click) so we have a handle on numbers.
Following lunch the new vehicles will be available to members for a short test drive in the local area.

Detailing Tips
Seventeen members and guests met at Three Point Motors’ detailing shop, just down the road from their
showroom, for a demonstration of detailing on Jan. 24th. This shop does the pre-sales cleanup for all of the
GAIN dealer group’s Victoria dealerships. Both new and used cars go through a process that makes them look
their best before the customer sees them.
It was a surprise to some that new cars have to be detailed. After all, they’ve just recently left the factory in
perfect condition. However, the car’s paint accumulates contaminants along its journey from Germany or
Alabama to Vancouver Island, caused by dust and soil from the various transportation modes. And it is
unprotected, bare paint. These contaminants have to be removed, typically with a wash, a clay mitt, and
possibly a polish.
Andrew O’Keefe, manager of the detailing shop, led us through the demo by working on a used C400,
thoughtfully provided for the occasion by the sales department. We did not cover interior detailing at this
session, though we may do so in a future one, so this review is concerned only with the outside of your car.
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Several of the products used by TPM are not available at retail, but outlets like Lordco, Canadian Tire, and JB
Auto’s bodyshop supply store on Government all sell good alternatives. Please contact me if you have a
question about what you might use at home (link). I’ve made several suggestions below.
Detailing begins with a pre-rinse of the wheels, wheel wells and the lower part of the car using a degreaser in a
spray bottle. For example, Super Clean from Canadian Tire can be used, but Andrew was very clear that the
degreaser should be diluted at least 1 part degreaser to 4 parts water before it is sprayed on the car. The
wheels and the rocker panels, especially, accumulate specks and blotches of grease and tar off the road from
month to month. I detail my car twice a year, in spring and fall, and I find these contaminants on the lower
body behind the wheels on almost every occasion. A regular hand washing routine does not remove them.
Degreasing includes the inner front fenders. On most modern MB’s (last 15 or so years) the rear inner fender
liners are made of a noise reducing synthetic felt. I rinse my front and rear inner fenders with as much pressure
as my hose will deliver, paying attention to the inwards facing part of the panel as well as the front and back. If
you haven’t done this for some time you’ll be amazed at the quantity of trapped mud and gravel you will
dislodge. When left in place the mud is slow to dry and, especially on older cars with no liner against the outer
fender panel, it will promote rust-through on the fender lips.
Degreasing is followed by a rinse. Andrew uses a power washer at about 2,000 psi. This raised quite a few
eyebrows in the audience but Andrew says that it does not harm the paint, even on repainted panels, unless
the paint is already detaching from the surface. You would probably not want to use a pressure washer at
home for every wash because it will blast off any surface coatings along with the dirt, but in a professional shop
like Andrew’s the cars will always be subsequently waxed or polished immediately afterwards.
One reason Andrew likes his power washer is that the edge of the fan-shaped spray is quite well defined. His
washing procedure starts by rinsing off the degreaser on the lower body. Then he opens the doors one at a
time and washes the door jambs and sills with the edge of the spray, holding the washer wand almost vertical.
While that procedure works well in a professional shop, you can clean your own door jambs and sills at home
with a wash mitt and hose, keeping the nozzle turned down to a trickle. Both he and you can keep the interior
dry.
Next comes removal of brake dust, accomplished with a different spray and another power rinse. Brake dust is
corrosive and over time will pit the paint on your wheels. Unfortunately for us, MB uses ‘soft’ brake pads on
the sedans and SUVs (AMG can be different). These pads provide good feel and easy stopping but they leave
more black dust on the wheels than I’ve experienced with any other make of car. Wheel cleaning sprays are
widely available. I think Mercedes-Benz wheels are all protected with a coat of paint, so almost any of these
sprays will work. It’s best to avoid the acidic ones, which will mar bare aluminum; I use a spray from the
Mercedes-Benz parts counter, but I don’t use it often. Don’t let the spray dry on the wheels. Andrew uses a
conical wheel brush to get between the spokes and onto the back areas of the rim. If you’re heading out to buy
a brush, go to JB or Lordco and avoid the ones from Canadian Tire, which are poorly made.
Andrew has a tip for wash mitts. He does not like the kind with a long pile, typically a sheepskin mitt or its
artificial equivalent. He doesn’t like them because the pile can trap small particles of grit, which you will then
massage the paint with as you work your way around in the approved circular motion. A sponge has the same
problem. Andrew uses a low/no pile microfiber mitt, and 90% of the members reading here who wash their
own cars should now rush out and buy one.
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The next step is to wash the car from top to bottom, starting with the roof and using a product made for
washing cars. If you have an MB convertible, I recommend not washing the roof regularly. We did not ask
Andrew if he uses the power washer on fabric roofs, but I can’t imagine he does. I vacuum mine when I clean
the interior, and try to keep the water off it while washing the rest of the car, because wash water contains
lime, which leaves a small but accumulating whitish residue when it dries. Convertible owners can buy a
cleaning kit for fabric tops called Raggtopp, which is approved for Haartz cloth tops. There are different
Raggtopp products for fabric and vinyl roofs, so be sure to get the right one. My top gets cleaned and
waterproofed using the Raggtopp kit twice a year, spring and fall. Never use a stiff brush on a cloth roof as it
will remove the fabric’s nap.
The next step is to dry the car to prevent water spots. Andrew’s shop uses high pressure air to blow off the
water. You can, if you want, use a leaf blower for the same purpose but I dry my car manually. For hand-drying,
Andrew uses a chamois rather than a microfiber towel because he says the towel leaves tiny water spots and
can pick up grit in the pile. On the other hand, a new chamois leaves oil behind for several uses, annoying on
the windshield, and I personally prefer the microfiber towel. I also use a California blade (Lordco), which
Andrew does not recommend because it can be a source of swirl marks, before I use the towel.
And now you have a clean, dry car. If you are washing your car at home, you will probably stop there. Rinse out
your bucket, wheel brush and wash mitt to get rid of any soil and residue from the brake dust.
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If you are detailing the car, however, you need to go on. Andrew next uses a spray on the rubber door seals. A
good home option would be Meguiar’s Number 40, from their Professional line. Meguiar’s Professional line is
quite suitable for amateurs and is easy to spot on the store shelf because all the products come in tan-coloured
bottles. 303 Aerospace Protector would be perhaps a better choice but it’s less readily available. The303 brand
has a complete line of detailing chemicals. They have a devoted, evangelical following among car guys but I
have almost no experience with 303. Meguiar’s Number 40 conditions both rubber and vinyl (black plastic)
surfaces, keeping them soft and helping to protect exposed trim from UV rays. Regular use of Number 40 will
keep your black trim black but if it has already turned a dull grey you’ll want to use something else first. I like a
product called Black Plastic applied with a small foam sponge.
The next step is to remove surface contaminants from the paint. Tree sap and bird droppings are an example.
Large deposits of dry or sticky tree sap can be easily wiped off with neat rubbing alcohol and a soft cloth, but
the smaller drops from Victoria’s abundant maple and oak trees spread through the air, settle onto your paint
and dry to a sort of sandpaper feel on the finish. Claying is needed if the clean finish feels rough to the edge of
your hand. Horizontal panels are usually those most in need of claying.
Andrew uses a clay mitt, not available at retail in Victoria, with clean car wash water for this step. The rest of
us, working at home, will use a clay bar kit and either diluted carwash soap or a quick detailing spray as a
lubricant. Both Mother’s and Meguiar’s make good clay bar kits. You can buy them at JB’s Auto Parts
(Government St.), Canadian Tire or Lordco; read and follow the instructions. Break off a portion of the bar for
use. If you drop it on the ground, throw it away. If you use a good sealant (see the end of this article) and wash
your car regularly, you will hardly ever want to use a clay bar. The sealant seems to act as a barrier, allowing
the contaminants to be washed off.
This is where it gets complicated. The next steps are intended to remove first the small scratches and then the
‘swirl marks’ and ‘holograms’ from the paint, leaving it as flat as possible. Andrew goes through these steps
with polishes of diminishing aggressiveness, worked with a rotary buffer, and ending with a glaze applied by a
dual-action buffer.
Polishing is done one panel at a time. Polishing removes just a bit (hopefully) of the clearcoat, reducing its
thickness, which is one reason many amateurs prefer to do it by hand. Before he starts work on a panel,
Andrew uses a handy little electronic device that measures paint thickness (usually between 4 and 7 microns!),
to warn him where the paint is getting thin. I’d never seen one. Andrew’s is made by Fender Splendor and you
can buy it online from them or from Amazon.
The rotary buffer is daunting to non-professionals and has to be used by keeping the pad’s surface absolutely
parallel to the body surface. If you don’t get this right, you can cause more damage to the paint than you
remove. In practice, the foam pads used in this step have a certain flexibility which accommodates small errors
in keeping the pad parallel, but I know several people who own a rotary buffer and are afraid to use it (again!).
You can, of course, polish by hand. Andrew’s polishes are made by Barth. I use a fine polish made by 3M,
available from JB’s Auto Parts, but there are lots of alternatives. Use a liquid and stay away from your can of
Turtle Wax paste polishing compound unless you have a serious scratch to remove. And then you’ll have to use
the liquid polish after.
After the polish Andrew and I always apply a glaze. Most of you will not have a glaze among the arsenal of
chemicals in your garage but you should get one. A glaze does three things. It fills in any imperfections left in
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the paint after polishing. It provides a sacrificial layer which is removed, slowly, by washing and general use.
Andrew’s paint thickness meter showed a measurable increase in thickness after the glaze was applied. And
last, and especially on dark-coloured cars, it enhances the colour, making it ‘pop’. A glaze can cover up a lot of
the sins underneath. Andrew uses a Barth product not available in Victoria; I use Meguiar’s Number 7, from
their Professional line of polishes and glazes.
And finally, there is the sealant or wax. Three Point Motors is in the process of switching from Diamond Kote to
a product called Xzilon, both applied by hand. The rest of us will use something else.
The carnauba waxes of my youth have slowly fallen out of favour among those assiduously working on their
own cars. Technology has moved on. Twenty-five years ago I was using a pure carnauba paste wax called Blue
Coral. Sequential applications built up a wonderful, deep lustre but the product was incredibly time consuming
to apply by hand. It took a lot of effort to remove the haze—think a whole exhausting day to wax one mid-sized
car. I used to spread the effort over three or four weekends! I went from that through one or two other
products, settling for several years on Meguiar’s Number 26, which is a liquid carnauba product from their
Professional line. Number 26 is a good, long-lasting wax but it leaves a white residue on the seams between
paint and trim, and that residue has to be removed with a soft brush unless you have a white car. That’s
painstaking, even impossible to do completely, because the trim expands and contracts with temperature at a
different rate than the body. My current choice is a Meguiar’s paste wax specially formulated for dark paints,
which improves the ‘pop’, dries clear, and is quick and easy to use. Auto Glym (Canadian Tire), whose products
I haven’t mentioned, makes a good sealant called Extra Gloss Protection.
Waxes and sealants work best when applied at a temperature of 12-15 C or above. Never glaze, wax or seal a
car in direct sunlight if using the products I’ve mentioned. You risk leaving the most amazing, large-scale
patterns in the finish if you do, and then you have to start over.
And if all that seems too difficult, Andrew’s staff will be happy to detail your car for you. The cost is just over
$350 but remember to ask for your Club discount. There may be additional charges for extra work depending
on the condition of your car, presence of pet hair, etc.
Contact numbers:
Andrew’s cell phone: 250.882.4601
the detailing shop: 250.590.5980
Three Point Motors: 250.385.6737
How often should you detail? On a finish not protected by Diamond Kote or equivalent, twice a year seems the
minimum. The wax/sealant won’t take you through 12 months. If you’ve found one that does, let me know.
You will find you don’t want or need to do all the steps every time. My car lives in a garage and is generally
hand-washed every weekend. Twice a year seems fine. Donelda’s car lives outside in the driveway. It too is
washed almost every week but, because the sun and rain are hard on the sealant, it gets a sealant application
three or four times a year. Her car is coated with Meguiar’s NXT, which I think the company has replaced with
something else.
Happy days!
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Links of Interest
Daimler is starting to transition from internal combustion engines to electric drivetrain components in its
manufacturing plant at Unterturkheim (link) hat tip to Mike McBride
...and the company is proposing to add flexible production of the E class and various SUVs at a new facility near
Moscow (link)
When charged using a renewable electricity source, the E350 e (a plug-in hybrid) has a carbon footprint 63%
lower than its regularly powered sibling (link). Canadians can’t order one.
Smart in our market is giving up on gasoline engines in a few months, going to electric only (link)
The new Smart electric drive has a range of 160 km and can be charged up in 45 minutes (link)
Daimler is leading an $82 million investment to expand the EV charging network in Europe (link) hat tip to Mike
McBride
MB-Maybach has a limited edition landaulet (half-convertible) version of the G-wagen with a V-12 (link) priced
at around USD 550,000. Scott Shears would love to hear from you on this....
MB’s new pickup truck (X-Class) will be launched late this year. Key markets are said to be Europe, Latin
America, South Africa and Australia. It will not be available in the USA and Canada, not initially at least (link)
The new E cabriolet has more room inside and, of course, new features including climate control that knows
whether the top is up or down (link)
Certain models of the C, E, CLA, GLA and GLC, all from 2015 through 2017, are being recalled to install another
fuse on the starter (link)
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